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Hong Kong and Shanghai have been locked into a rivalry-cooperation
comparison for twenty years. Hong Kong was a British colony until
30 June 1997, and is a special administrative region (“SAR”) of the People’s
Republic of China (“China”) ever since. It has played a critical role in helping
the country’s opening-up and reform in the last three and half decades.
Historically, Shanghai was China’s modernisation pioneer and model. After
decades of economic autarky, the city began its revival in the 1980s. Today, it is
the country’s most prosperous sub-national unit. Hong Kong and Shanghai
rival in finance and business location. Hong Kong is, on a par with New York
and London, a top international financial hub, but the rise of Shanghai
Stock Exchange, the opening of Shanghai Head Office of the People’s Bank
of China and the launch of Shanghai Free Trade Zone (“SFTZ”) are omens
that the city could eclipse Hong Kong’s prominence in finance. As a prime
*
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location of choice for multinationals’ regional headquarters, Hong Kong feels
heat as businesses and entrepreneurs flocked to East China in recent years.
Shanghai’s GDP has overtaken Hong Kong’s since 2009. As of 2013, it was
about 23% larger. Though, Hong Kong still enjoys an edge over Shanghai for
GDP per capita. Meanwhile, the two cities also work together for win-win
outcomes. A recent example of cooperation is the Shanghai-Hong Kong Stock
Connect which both liberalises Mainland investment in Hong Kong stocks
and opens A shares listed in Shanghai for Hong Kong investment.
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Tax is a subject of interest and comparison for understanding the two
cities. Tax burdens affect a business’s bottom line. Hong Kong’s simple
taxation system and low taxes are well known to investors. Taxation is about
more than a matter of cost to taxpayers. As an important link between a
government and its constituents, it not only shapes their relationship but
also reveals key features of governance. Taxation mirrors governance,
and governance embodies taxation. Comparisons of the two cities in terms of
tax administration and policies lead to deeper insights into their respective
business environments in general and taxation systems in particular.
Finally, issues like international tax cooperation and business reputation
unavoidably come to the mind of corporate executives and investors. It is
therefore amiss not to have comparative perspectives on those issues.
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Keeping in mind that an apple for apple comparison of the two tax
jurisdictions is neither sensical nor feasible as Hong Kong and Shanghai
have been moving along different trajectories for over one and half century,
this short paper focuses on selected themes that matter most from the
perspectives of businesses and observers. It starts with differences in tax
regimes, rates, policies and procedural features, followed by discussions
on subjects of laws and institutions that affect tax law-making, tax
administration, and dispute resolution in the two cities. It then focuses on
double taxation problems and reliefs, treaty networks, commitments to
tax information exchange, as well as interactions between domestic law
and treaty rules in Hong Kong and Mainland China. It’s worth noting that
China is a unitary country with the central government firmly in control
of tax matters, leaving a sub-national unit like Shanghai little say on most
tax matters. Also, specific information about taxation in Shanghai is not as
transparent and publicly available as that in Hong Kong. For those reasons,
information and discussion on taxation in China as a whole or in other parts
of the country can shed lights on tax situations in Shanghai as well.
¶10-100

Tax Regimes, Rates, Preferences, and Procedural
Characteristics

¶10-110

Hong Kong Tax Regimes and Rates

The “One Country, Two Systems” formula allows Hong Kong to
maintain a separate and independent taxation system, which has little
changed after the sovereignty handover of 1997. The territory’s tax system
¶10-100
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is best known for its simplicity, with only about a dozen of taxes currently
effective. Direct taxes include: Property Tax, taxing real property rentals;
Salaries Tax, levied on individuals’ employment-related income; and Profits
Tax, affecting business income of individuals and corporations. Among
indirect taxes with revenue significance are: Stamp Duty which is levied
on property transactions, stock trading, and real property leasing; Betting
Duty which is charged on receipts or proceeds from betting on horse racing,
football matches, lotteries and cash sweeps; and a levy on the ownership of
real property, called “Rates”.
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There are no general sales or consumption taxes except for those on
hydrocarbon oil, tobacco, alcoholic products, and motor vehicles.1 Estate
Duty or “death tax” was abolished since 2006. Moreover, Hong Kong has
no gross income concept. Its income taxes follow the “schedular system”
under which an income is taxable only if it is specifically subjected to tax
by law. Thus, as none of Property Tax, Salaries Tax or Profits Tax covers
income or gains from investment activities, one’s capital gains, dividends
and interest payments are tax-free unless such income is derived from one’s
business operations. As a result, shareholders face no double taxation for
their dividend incomes. Hong Kong also adheres to the source/territorial
principle to determine taxable incomes, with no tax on incomes of Hong Kong
residents and companies derived from outside the territory.

Tax Regimes and Rates in Shanghai
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Direct tax rates in Hong Kong are low and simple. The rates for
Profits Tax are fixed: 15% for unincorporated businesses; and 16.5% for
corporations. So is that of Property Tax (15%). Salaries Tax adopts two sets
of rates: a progressive set from 2% to 12% on the first three HK$40,000
segments of net income; and 17% on the remaining net income; and a fixed
rate of 15% on income before deductions and allowances. Tax is computed
under both sets of rates and payable according to the lower one.

In Mainland China, the central government legislates on all matters
concerning taxation in the country. Since the mid-1990s, on the basis of
which treasury the collected revenues should go, taxes have been divided
into national taxes (“㧺㼮”) which finance the central government budget;
local taxes (“چ㼮”) which go to the coffers of sub-national and lower level
governments; and shared taxes (“։ࠆ㼮”) which provide revenues to be
shared between the central and local governments. Two lines of tax agencies
now exist in the country: National tax bureaus (“㧺㼮 )”ݝfrom the national
to county levels which are in charge of collecting and administering national
and shared taxes; and local tax bureaus (“چ㼮 )”ݝfrom the sub-national
to county levels which act on concerns of local taxes. At the top is the
State Administration of Taxation (“SAT”) (“㧺୮㼮䥜䭇)”ݝ, which works
1

Other indirect taxes are air passenger departure tax, royalties and concessions, and certain fees
and charges that can be classified as taxes. A hotel accommodation tax is currently waived.
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closely with the Ministry of Finance (“MOF”) (“凗ਙຝ”) to regulate matters
of national taxation and make policies for matters of local taxation. However,
the central government allows sub-national and local governments to
regulate certain local tax matters. Shanghai is the only sub-national unit
which combines Shanghai Municipal Office, SAT and Shanghai Municipal
Bureau of Taxation into a single unit, yet officially wearing two separate
hats, respectively.
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Shanghai like the rest of China collects no less than sixteen taxes,
ranging from main revenue sources such as Value Added Tax (“VAT”)
(“ᏺଖ㼮”), Business Tax (“偠䢓㼮”), consumption tax (“凮㼮”), Enterprise
Income Tax (“EIT”) (“ٞ䢓ࢬ㼮”) and Individual Income Tax (“IIT”)
(“㠺Գࢬ㼮”) to less important ones like Fixed Assets Investment
Orientation Regulation Tax (“ࡐࡳ凹䣈ދ凹ֱٻ冕倓㼮”) and Resources
Tax (“凹ᄭ㼮”). China embraces the concept of gross income for EIT and,
to some extent, for IIT as well. Both the residence and source (or territorial)
principles apply to determine taxable incomes. The residence principle
taxes a Chinese resident’s income whether originated within or without the
Chinese territories, whereas under the source or territorial principle, income
from a domestic source is taxable no matter whether the recipient is a
Chinese resident or not. Unlike the US tax system which extends its reach to
all citizens, however, the residence principle as adopted in China is confined
to those who maintain habitual residence through household registration,
family, economic, or other relationships. The fact that an individual holds
the Chinese passport does not automatically make the person tax resident.
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Tax rates in China are neither low nor simple. Apart from a standard
rate of 17% and a lower rate of 13%, VAT has a zero rate for exports, a 3%
rate for small VAT taxpayers, and other rates for transactions such as those
not eligible for tax credits. Business Tax contains nine sectors or categories
of activities with rates ranging from 3% to 20%. While resident enterprises’
incomes are subject to a 25% flat rate and non-resident enterprises’ incomes
to a nominal 20% rate, reduced rates may also apply to taxable incomes
of enterprises under various preferential arrangements. Rates under IIT
are most complex: a progressive rate from 3% to 45% applies to salaries
and wages; a progressive rate of 5% to 35% to individuals’ business and
production incomes; a 14% effective rate to royalties from publications;
a progressive rate of 20% to 40% to income from labour and services other
than salaries and wages; a flat rate of 25% to incomes such as licensing fees,
interest, dividends, rents, capital gains and other one-time incomes; a 10%
preferential rate for rentals of residential properties.
¶10-130

Features of Two Tax Regimes

Apart from rates, Hong Kong rules tend to reduce tax burdens in other
ways. Taxable income under Salaries Tax typically excludes incomes in kind
(except for stock options), whereas IIT includes incomes both in cash and
¶10-130
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in kind. Like most developed economies, Hong Kong provides an allowance
for taxpayers themselves as well as allowances for members of family and
dependents when computing Salaries Tax liabilities. Taxpayers may also
claim deductions for outgoings and expenses for the production of assessable
income, and deductions, subject to caps, for expenses for self-education, home
loan interest, contributions for retirement funds, and charitable donations.
A Chinese salary or wage earner is given a universal basic allowance, but no
allowances for spouse and other dependents. In Hong Kong, as only Salaries
Tax provides progressivity, deductions and allowances, an individual
is entitled to what is known as “Personal Assessment”, which allows the
taxpayer to benefit from progressivity, deductions and allowances even for
the incomes that are taxed under Property Tax and Profits Tax.
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Tax Preferences
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For calculating business earnings and profits, while both jurisdictions
allow deductions for a number of items, EIT rules in Mainland China tend
to be more restrictive than those in Hong Kong. For instance, Mainland
Chinese law allows interest deduction only to the extent of the comparable
rates charged by financial institutions in the Mainland, whereas Hong Kong
law contains no such restrictions. While both jurisdictions require,
for determining deductibility, interest expenses to be incurred for the
production of taxable income, Hong Kong’s Court of Final Appeals (“CFA”)
has taken a more liberal view that such expenses are deductible even if their
purposes were not wholly or exclusively for income production.2 While
losses can be carried over for a maximum of five years under EIT, there is no
limitation on how long they can be carried over under Profits Tax.
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The start of China’s economic reform and opening-up in the late
1970s was accompanied, first and foremost, by tax preferences offered
to overseas investors. The importance of tax incentives was underscored
by the fact that the country did not even have any modern income tax
systems in place at that time. So foreign experts were invited to advise
the authorities on new tax rules and legislations specifically applied to
foreign investment were adopted to show that the post-Mao leadership
would embrace overseas capital and technology with open arms. In the
next several years, preferential tax treatment proliferated with various
schemes and multiple targets.3 Although Shanghai was not among the first
four special economic zones (“SEZs”), it became in 1984 one of the fourteen
cities designated as “Coastal Open Cities” with special tax treatments
for promoting high-tech development and industrial revitalisation.
By early 1990, the Pudong New District was established with preferential
tax schemes comparable to those of SEZs. With mounting problems of tax
2

Zeta Estates Limited v Commission of Inland Revenue [2007] 2 HKC 527.

3

Zhaodong Jiang, China’s Tax Preferences to Foreign Investment: Policy, Culture and Modern
Concepts, Northwestern Journal of International Law & Business (1998), Vol. 18 No. 3, 549,
pp549, 550-51.
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equity, domestic discontent and revenue concerns, however, the Chinese
government gradually started, since late 1990s, to do away with many of
preferential tax measures reserved for foreign investment.
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Today, numerous tax preferences targeting sectors such as hi-tech,
renewable energy and agriculture still exist, but they may not particularly
favour foreign investment. Some of them in fact discriminate against foreign
business. For example, it is reported that certain tax exemptions are available
to domestic authorised securities investment funds, but not to foreign
funds.4 The recently launched SFTZ has yet to announce tax measures to
attract business. On the other hand, a number of tax benefits for foreign
employees remain in place. Thus, expats are tax exempt for a number of
fringe benefits including housing, meal and laundry allowances received in
a non-cash form or on a reimbursement basis, reimbursement of relocation
expenses, travel allowance, home leave allowance, language training and
children education allowance. Also, a foreign individual who lives in China
for more than one year but less than five years may not be taxed for his
foreign-source income, even if the individual should have otherwise met the
threshold of being a PRC tax resident.
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Hong Kong has never been enthusiastic about granting preferential
tax treatment to attract foreign investment. If Hong Kong tax regimes are
business-friendly, they are open and available to both domestic and foreign
businesses and do not discriminate against particular industries. Several
reasons underlie Hong Kong’s shyness from tax preferences. There is a belief
that government should not be the one to pick business winners. Carving
out special treatment might undermine the integrity of tax law. It is also
concerned that an attempt to use tax preferences might add to the perception
that Hong Kong engages in harmful tax practices. On the other hand, in the
absence of targeted tax policies, as a recent study argues, Hong Kong might
not be able to effectively promote the development of industries such as
shipping and financial services where Hong Kong can excel.5 In contrast,
the SAT, in an effort to promote Shanghai as an international maritime
centre, decided in 2009 to exempt Business Tax for shipping operations in a
bounded area of the city.
¶10-150

Procedural Differences

Procedural differences which might look trivial could also have
substantive impact on taxpayers. For instance, in Shanghai as in the rest
of China, salaries and wages are reported, and taxes are calculated and
4

KPMG, The Impact of Tax Treaty Trends in the Asia-pacific Funds Sectors, available at https://
www.kpmg.com/CN/en/IssuesAndInsights/ArticlesPublications/Documents/tax-treatyaspac-funds-O-0902.pdf (last visited on 25 March 2015).

5

The Taxation Institution of Hong Kong, Study on the Competitiveness of the Hong Kong Tax
System, February 2014, available at http://www.tihk.org.hk/v2/news/tihk/7 (last visited on
25 March 2015).
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payable, on a monthly basis in contrast to the yearly filing and reporting
in Hong Kong. A monthly filing and reporting system is not only more
cumbersome but also disadvantageous to taxpayers whose incomes from
wages and salaries are volatile throughout the year. Employers in Mainland
China are required to withhold taxes on wages and salaries on a monthlybasis whereas employers in Hong Kong are not. The latter only have to
report the earnings of employees to the territory’s tax authorities yearly.
Compliance costs under China’s IIT are likely higher for both employers and
employees than those under Hong Kong’s Salaries Tax.
¶10-200

Law, Institutions, Tax Administration and Dispute Resolution

Tax Laws
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A comparison of the two tax jurisdictions would be incomplete
without examining how legal and institutional factors influence and interact
with tax administration. Tax is a matter of law in modern societies, as all
tax issues should be fixed by law and not subject to the whims of those in
power. One way to evaluate the relationship between taxation and law is
through the prism of the rule of law. The rule of law typically comprises the
following key concepts: separated law making and law executing powers;
meaningful constraints on officials’ act; and an independent judiciary.
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Hong Kong inherits a common law tradition. Its tax laws refer to
the legislation (Inland Revenue Ordinance, Stamp Duty Ordinance, etc.),
subsidiary legislation like the Inland Revenue rules, – both adopted by the
Legislative Council – and relevant orders by the Chief Executive whose
continuing binding force needs legislative approval. Hong Kong judiciary’s
interpretations of tax legislation form case law. Hong Kong’s tax legislation,
like those in other modern tax systems, often uses broadly wording
provisions which, without interpretations or rules for implementation,
could lead to uncertainties. While the Inland Revenue Department (“IRD”),
the executive branch’s arm in charge of administering and collecting tax,
plays a central role in preparing tax legislative bills, it cannot unilaterally
make laws without legislative approval. The IRD has indeed issued
documents commonly known as Departmental Interpretation and Practice
Notes (“DIPNs”) to explain its views on statutory provisions. DIPNs have
no binding force on taxpayers. But IRD officials are expected to follow them.
The Commissioner of Inland Revenue (“Commissioner”) can assess up to
a maximum of three times an additional tax as a form of penalty and the
IRD has published guidelines regarding the discretion to be exercised by
the Commissioner. Under the IRD guidelines, one part of the additional tax
is called “normal loading” which ranges from 5% to 210%. To impose the
maximum 210%, an intentional disregard of law on the part of the taxpayer
need be shown. Another part is intended for commercial restitution with a
rate fixed according to the best lending practice. The statute of limitation for
the IRD to make tax assessment is generally 6 years; but if fraud is involved,
it is extended to 10 years.
International Taxation: Law and Practice in Hong Kong and China
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Tax Officials’ Discretion
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Mainland China started to embrace a modern legal system relatively
recently. Despite Beijing’s efforts to promote the rule of law, the idea that
government power is subject to law has not taken root. What counts
as tax law in China must take into account the country’s tradition. The
country’s traditional legal system identifies with its political hierarchy.
Thus, a superior’s order is binding on his subordinates in the sense that
disobedience is punishable. While China’s formal constitutional order today
embraces modern institutional features such as a more or less specialised
law making body, the legacy of the order-qua-law tradition continues under
the one-party political system. Under China’s constitution today, not only the
legislature, but also the executive branch as well as its various departments
can issue normative documents binding on their subordinates. For decades,
VAT, Business Tax, Consumption Tax and most other indirect taxes have
been regulated, not by legislation, but by the provisional regulations of
the State Council. Meanwhile, the SAT and MOF have the power to issue
rules and regulations for tax officials and taxpayers across the country
to follow. As tax legislation and the State Council’s regulations lay down
general principles often with undefined concepts and sparse provisions, it
is the role of the SAT and MOF to provide definitions, interpret rules, and
fill up gaps. Therefore, what constitutes China’s VAT law is not limited to
the State Council’s provisional regulations, but must include a myriad of
piecemeal notifications (“ຏव”), announcements (“ֆ)”ܫ, letters (“ࠤ”) and
other similar documents issued by the SAT and/or MOF, the substance of
which can be changed any time. The same can also be said with regard to
Business Tax, Consumption Tax and many other taxes. Only a handful of
taxes like EIT and IIT are based on an enactment of the country’s legislature.
While a sub-national tax bureau like the one in Shanghai has not been
constitutionally authorised to issue rules of its own to bind its subordinates,
it may do so as a matter of practice within its jurisdiction and as long as
what it said has not been disapproved by its superiors.

China’s order-qua-law tradition has deep imprints on tax
administration. As part of its political power over subordinates, a superior
can set revenue targets for tax collectors. It is common practice that tax
officials are tasked with collection quotas to be fulfilled. As no one can
effectively serve two masters, the question rises as to whether tax officials
follow law’s requirements or carry out collection targets set by their
superiors. Presumably, if tax officials are strictly bound by law, they may
miss their revenue targets, especially, when such targets are too ambitious.
To address this dilemma, Chinese laws give tax authorities discretions
to assess taxes and determine taxpayers’ liabilities. First, tax officials’
discretion for assessing penalties is broadly stated. Penalties up to five times
the amount of tax due can be imposed whenever taxpayers are found not
to report incomes or pay taxes. There are no known standards on how this
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wide range of discretion should be constrained. Secondly, Mainland Chinese
finance and tax authorities maintain tight regulations over the distribution
and usage of business invoices (tax receipts). For instance, only sub-national
tax authorities can designate printers to produce invoices; no one can
produce invoices without such authorisation; only qualified individuals
and entities have access to official invoices; only the one who is the lawful
recipient can be the user of an invoice and only for an authorised purpose.
Fines are imposed on those who committed infractions. Controls are tighter
and penalties more severe in the case of violations of regulations on VAT
invoices. Officials’ broad discretion can also been seen in how tax liabilities
are assessed. Formally, tax liability is to be determined on the basis of
accounting information on turnovers, incomes, profits, etc. But tax officials
may also assess tax liability by assuming or deeming income or profits in
the absence of accounting information. The statute of limitation is three or
five years for ordinary cases of tax deficiencies. There is no time limitation,
however, if tax evasion, resistance to pay tax or tax fraud is involved.

Tax Dispute Resolution
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Giving tax collectors too much discretion is risky for abuse, undermining
law’s authority and causing resentment and confusion among taxpayers.
It has been a time-honoured practice for lower officials to report those cases
where there is a difficulty or uncertainty on points of law and policy to their
superiors for instructions. Cases with most difficulty and uncertainty can go
all the way to the SAT for instructions. Instructions or opinions of the superior
bind officials at lower levels. They also provide guidance for future similar
cases. This report-for-instruction practice becomes an effective way of tax law
making. In taxation, law and government administration are intertwined.6
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In Hong Kong, the taxpayer may object to the Commissioner’s tax
assessment by filing an appeal with the Board of Review, an independent
tribunal composed of businessmen, legal and accounting professionals,
and academics. The decision of the Board of Review panel is final unless
a party makes an application requiring the Board of Review to state a
case on a question of law for the opinion of the Court of First Instance.
Members of the Board of Review have not hesitated to rule against the
Commissioner if law requires. In one case in which this author was a panel
member, the Board of Review allowed the taxpayer’s appeal against the
IRD’s assessment that taxed holiday allowance.7 While such allowance was
tax-exempt under the then legislation, the IRD’s longstanding view was
that certain conditions should be satisfied before the allowance could be
accepted. The panel rejected this view because it was unwarranted under
the relevant legislative provision.
6

Zhaodong Jiang, The Administrative Use of Law in China: The Baori Golf Club Tax Case,
Columbia Journal of Asian Law (1998) Vol. 12 No. 2, 191, pp191-249.

7

Inland Revenue Board of Review Decisions Case No. D21/00, available at http://www.info.gov.
hk/bor/en/docs/d2100.pdf (last visited on 24 March 2015).
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The Hong Kong judiciary gets involved in adjudicating tax disputes
through a transfer of appeals from the Board of Review to the court or by
way of case stated after the Board of Review’s decision. Hong Kong courts
often take positions contrary to those of the revenue authorities. In the recent
case of Nice Cheer Investment Limited v Commissioner of Inland Revenue, the
highest court of the SAR agreed with the lower courts that unrealised gains
on the revaluation of trading investments were not taxable, but unrealised
losses on the same investments in another year were deductible for purposes
of computing profits tax.8 Other high-profile court decisions in favour of
taxpayers include: ING Baring Securities (Hong Kong) Ltd v Commissioner of
Inland Revenue,9 in which the CFA ruled that commissions, placement fees
and marketing income derived from securities traded on stock exchanges
outside the territory were not taxable under the territorial principle, and
Commissioner of Inland Revenue v Li & Fung (Trading) Ltd.,10 where the Court
of Appeal dismissed the Commissioner’s appeal, and upheld the judgement
of the lower court that the net commissions earned on orders from overseas
customers were not chargeable to Profits Tax. Of the 11 CFA cases on Profits
Tax since 1999, five were decided for the revenue authorities, and in the
other six cases, the taxpayers were vindicated either wholly (four cases) or
partly (two cases).
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Under Chinese law, when taxpayers disagree with tax authorities’
decisions, they can apply for administrative reconsideration (“۩ਙᵵ兀”)
with the superior organisations of the officials who have made the decisions.
If they are dissatisfied with the results of administrative reconsideration,
they can file administrative litigation (“۩ਙ兛兎”) against the tax authorities.
Administrative reconsideration can be bypassed if taxpayers object to the
authorities’ decisions concerning penalties, enforcement or temporary
protective measures.
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The role of Chinese courts in handling tax disputes – whether
nationwide or in Shanghai – was minimal and, in any event, discouraging
to taxpayers. In 2013, out of a total of 123,194 administrative litigation cases
decided nationwide, 362 (or less than 0.3%) involved tax authorities as
defendants. Among them, 40 cases were summarily dismissed and 198 were
withdrawn by their plaintiffs. For those that reached the merits, only about
30 were decided somehow favourably to the plaintiffs.11 In 2011,12 405 out of
136,353 administrative litigation cases were classified as tax-related; 25 were
dismissed, 225 withdrawn, and in only about 15 cases did the plaintiffs
8

Nice Cheer Investment Limited v Commissioner of Inland Revenue [2012] HKCA 257.

9

ING Baring Securities (Hong Kong) Ltd v Commissioner of Inland Revenue [2007] HKCFAR 417.

10

Commissioner of Inland Revenue v Li & Fung (Trading) Ltd. [2012] HKLRD 8.

11

The Situation of First Instance Administrative Cases in Courts 2013 (2013 ڣ٤㧺ऄೃ䪢۩
ਙԫ䪢ூٙൣ㤝), available at http://www.lawyee.net/OT_Data/Judicial_Stat_Display.
asp?StatID=923 (last visited on 24 March 2015).

12

This author has been unable to locate any corresponding statistics for the year of 2012.
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appear to be able to claim some victories.13 For Shanghai, on average around
2,000 administrative litigation cases were brought in the city annually in
recent years,14 while a breakdown on how many of them concerned tax
disputes is unavailable. This author has located Shanghai courts’ decisions
or judgments in 25 cases concerning tax administration and collection
since 1999: eight ended by the plaintiffs’ withdrawals and the remaining
17 were all decided against the plaintiffs.
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One reason for the paucity of tax litigation cases both nationwide
and in Shanghai is that the authorities strive to handle tax disputes
administratively. Shanghai’s tax authorities have been promoting the use
of settlement and mediation to resolve problems with taxpayers during
the administrative reconsideration procedure. Typically, if the officials can
exercise discretion in a case, and their decision is challenged, they would
be willing to compromise in order for the taxpayer to withdraw their
objections. The fact that nationwide more than half of tax administrative
litigation cases ended with the plaintiffs’ withdrawal hints the willingness
of tax authorities to reach a compromise even pending litigation. The official
attempt of avoiding open disputes in court stems from the perception that
litigation is bad for the image of the tax authorities; and that litigation
occurs either because tax officials have not done a good job or because
the taxpayer has unreasonable demands. To show they do a good job,
tax officials are encouraged to nip disputes in the bud. Meanwhile, Chinese
taxpayers try to avoid legal confrontations with tax officials as well. Apart
from the influences of an anti-litigation culture, Chinese taxpayers are
acutely aware that their chances of winning against the tax authorities
in court were minuscule. Despite a constitutional promise for judicial
independence, tax administrative litigation cases testify to the country’s
difficulty to establish the credibility of an independent judiciary as far as
disputes between officials and taxpayers are concerned. As mentioned
earlier, administrative officials have been actively and extensively involved
in the country’s tax law making. Judicial deference is the rule rather than
the exception. Even if they could win, taxpayers must have dreaded the
consequences of a legal victory over tax authorities. In taxpayers’ own words,
“you may win once in court but will lose for the rest of your life”. This refers
to a justified fear that after losing the lawsuit, the local tax authorities could
harass the taxpayer with repeated audits.

13

The Situation of First Instance Administrative Cases in Courts 2011 (2011ڣ٤㧺ऄೃ䪢۩
ਙԫ䪢ூٙൣ㤝), available at http://www.lawyee.net/OT_Data/Judicial_Stat_Display.
asp?StatID=840 (last visit on 24 March 2015).

14

There were 2710 cases in 2013, see Shanghai Municipality Higher People’s Court Work Report 2014,
available at http://shfy.chinacourt.org/article/detail/2014/02/id/1216293.shtml (last visited
on 24 March 2015); 1803 cases in 2011, see Shanghai Municipality Higher People’s Court Work
Report 2012 http://shfy.chinacourt.org/article/detail/2012/10/id/672008.shtml (last visited on
24 March 2015); and a total of 9976 cases during five years between 2008 and 2012, see Shanghai
Municipality Higher People’s Court Work Report 2013, available at http://shfy.chinacourt.org/
article/detail/2013/04/id/933258.shtml (last visited on 24 March 2015).
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For observers, China’s tax laws can change fast and drastically over
a short period of time. The current VAT and Business Tax were introduced
in 1994, with the former mainly applying to sales of goods and the latter
covering provision of services, sales of real property, and transfers of
intangibles. Yet, starting from 2012, a major overhaul of the two indirect
taxes has taken place, with transportation, and many services being moved
from Business Tax to VAT. Like many other reforms in China, this one began
on a trial basis in Shanghai first, and has since quickly spread to other
cities. The two taxes differ not only in rates (VAT’s rates are typically higher
than those under Business Tax) but more importantly in how the amount
of tax payable is calculated. While both taxes are collected at each stage
in the supply chain, most VAT taxpayers can typically claim a credit for
input VAT paid, but taxpayers of Business Tax cannot. However, for many
businesses, additional staff costs to handle complexity of VAT and rigid rules
for claiming VAT input credit would likely outweigh any benefits gained
from VAT credit allowances. As two tax practitioners have noted, the reform
“has the unfortunate consequences of placing an undue burden on taxpayers,
particularly those businesses which are required to comply with (potentially
burdensome) regularly requirements, when only short notice is given”.15
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Fast and drastic tax law changes are unimaginable in Hong Kong
where any attempt to overhaul the tax system must go through a lengthy
public consultation process first before it can be tabled for legislative debates.
Several years ago, a government proposal for introducing a general sales tax
modelled on VAT was shot down after strong public opposition emerged.
Admittedly, taxation is a politically sensitive matter, subject therefore to
changes whenever politics warrants. No one should expect tax laws to be
fair and just to the satisfaction of everyone. On the other hand, precisely
because of tax’s central role in the government-citizen relationship, there
should be mechanisms to make it possible for taxpayers to have an idea
about the likely tax consequences of a planned action. This has been partly
achieved in Hong Kong through advance ruling.
A taxpayer may apply for a fee to the Commissioner for a ruling
on how tax law applies to him/her or an arrangement, plan or a proposal
he/she submits. Falling within advance ruling are issues concerning
service companies, profit locality, stock borrowing and lending, royalty
payment, collective investment schemes, general anti-avoidance provision
including transfer pricing issues, etc. After a ruling is made, it is final
and the Commissioner will apply it in relation to the applicant and the
arrangement in question. On the other hand, the taxpayer is still able to
object to an assessment made in accordance with the ruling. Advance
15

Sarah Chin and Polly Wan, How is China’s VAT Reform Progressing?, Asia-Pacific Journal of
Taxation (2013), Vol. 17 No. 2, pp22, 27.
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ruling can therefore provide predictability of tax law, promote consistency
in tax administration and minimise tax disputes. In China, businesses may
conclude advancing pricing arrangements with tax authorities in relation to
pricing principles and calculation methods for intercompany transactions in
the future. But otherwise, tax bureaus may not provide services similar to
Hong Kong’s advance ruling to taxpayers, although it seems that the advance
ruling channel may be available to selected taxpayers on a trial basis. In any
event, the legal effect of an arrangement with the tax authorities in Mainland
China can be subject to uncertainty if there is a change of personnel within
the tax bureau in question or a superior organisation chooses to intervene.
Reliefs for Avoiding Double Taxation, Tax Treaty Networks
and Information Exchange

¶10-310

Double Taxation and Reliefs
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As China embraces both the residence and source principles in its
income tax systems, double taxation problems likely arise for inbound and
outbound businesses. This is the case when a foreign investor earns profits
from its China operation and at the same time its home country taxes its
income earned overseas. Meanwhile, the profits of a China-based company
from a foreign jurisdiction are taxable in both the foreign jurisdiction under
the source principle and China under the residence principle. As double
taxation imposes additional costs on taxpayers and distorts business
decisions, domestic law may provide reliefs by permitting taxpayers to
claim either a foreign tax credit subject to certain limits or deduction for
income tax paid in foreign jurisdictions. Chinese law contains both reliefs.
The amount of such credit is limited to the amount of tax liable under
Chinese law for that year. Any excess credit may be carried over for five
years. Moreover, if a taxpayer has taxable income from two or more foreign
jurisdictions, the amount of credit must be calculated separately for the tax
paid in each jurisdiction. There is no distinction, however, between different
types of income such as general v passive categories under Chinese law.
As a result of its territoriality basis of taxation and its schedular
system, Hong Kong is faced with much less double taxation problems
than Shanghai. But problems may nevertheless arise. Profits which are
assessable under Profits Tax may have already been taxed in a foreign
jurisdiction. In such case, a deduction for foreign taxes paid is, subject to
certain qualifications, allowed. Meanwhile, foreign tax credit is allowed
if provided in an intergovernmental tax arrangement. Under Article 4 of
the Arrangement between the Mainland China and the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region for the Avoidance of Double Taxation on Income
(“Mainland-HK Tax Arrangement”) (as Hong Kong is part of China,
the document is not titled “Convention”, “Treaty” or “Agreement”), when
a Hong Kong resident’s income from Mainland China is also taxable in
the territory, any tax paid in the Mainland can be allowed as a credit to
International Taxation: Law and Practice in Hong Kong and China
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offset any amount of tax payable in Hong Kong. Under Hong Kong’s source
principle, if an employment contract is made in Hong Kong or governed by
Hong Kong law, compensation paid under the contract – whether received
within or without the territory – is chargeable under Salaries Tax. When
a Hong Kong manufacturer has moved its production across the border,
but maintains its management, design or other functions in Hong Kong,
its profits may be apportioned on a 50/50 basis, meaning, half of the profits
are subject to Hong Kong tax. By the way, Article 4 of the Mainland-HK Tax
Arrangement has a similar provision allowing a Mainland Chinese taxpayer
to claim a credit for direct taxes paid in Hong Kong, although presumably
such credit is already allowed under Chinese domestic law.
¶10-320

Tax Treaty Networks
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Apart from domestic laws, double taxation agreements or
arrangements (“DTAs”) between governments help avoid double taxation
problems by delineating and allocating their respective taxing powers on
specific incomes in cross-border activities. A comprehensive DTA (“CDTA”)
deals with a wide range of income and property taxes while a limited DTA
covers tax in specific areas such as income from international transportation
activities. As of March 2014, China concluded 101 CDTAs including those
with Hong Kong and Macau with 99 being in effect.16 In addition, the country
has entered into over 30 limited DTAs on air transportation, about 30 on
maritime transportation, and over 20 on other international transportation
matters. Hong Kong, on the other hand, has much fewer DTAs overall.
As of November 2014, the territory has signed CDTAs with 31 governments
including the one with Mainland China; of which, 27 are effective.17 Even with
CDTA negotiations in progress with 14 other governments,18 Hong Kong’s
CDTA network is less than half the size of Shanghai’s. Hong Kong does
have limited DTAs covering air services and/or shipping income with over
30 governments.19
Hong Kong’s narrower treaty network in comparison with that
of Mainland China/Shanghai is due not just to its schedular system and
territoriality basis of taxation which gives rise to few instances of double
taxation, but also to a lack of incentives or even reluctance on the part of
foreign governments to sign CDTAs with the territory. First, as Hong Kong
taxation system causes few double taxation problems for foreign citizens
and businesses, foreign governments feel little pressure to engage the
16

State Administration of Taxation (China), Tax Treaty (㼮گ㦕仿), available at http://www.
chinatax.gov.cn/n810341/n810770/index.html (last visited on 10 November 2014).

17

Inland Revenue Department (Hong Kong), Comprehensive Double Taxation Agreements Concluded,
available at http://www.ird.gov.hk/eng/tax/dta_inc.htm (last visited on 10 November 2014).

18

Inland Revenue Department (Hong Kong), Negotiation in Progress, available at http://www.
ird.gov.hk/eng/tax/dta3.htm (last visited on 10 November 2014).

19

Inland Revenue Department (Hong Kong), Limited Double Taxation Agreements, available
at http://www.ird.gov.hk/eng/tax/dta_ldta.htm (last visited on 10 November 2014).
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territory for treaty negotiations. Secondly, as reliefs for double taxation are
reciprocal under DTAs, there is little reason, from a reciprocity viewpoint,
for a foreign government to hand out tax benefits to Hong Kong residents
and businesses through a CDTA which would bring, however, little benefits
to its own citizens and businesses. Thus, Hong Kong has had more success
with limited DTAs, because limited DTAs address real double taxation
problems for both Hong Kong and foreign transportation companies.
Hong Kong’s signing of CDTAs took off only after the first Mainland-HK
Tax Arrangement in 1998, while the territory started to conclude limited
CDTAs since 1980s.
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Absence of a broad treaty network would first and foremost
disadvantage Hong Kong-based businesses and investors. Among common
features in a CDTA are mechanisms for passive income such as interest,
dividends and capital gains in the forms of reductions or exemptions in
withholding its source. Take example of the China-US tax treaty which
provides for a maximum allowable 10% tax on gross dividend and interest
paid by a resident company if the recipient is a resident of the other country
and is the beneficial owner. Absent such treaty provisions, the US federal tax
law imposes a flat 30% withholding rate on the US-source interest, dividend
or other fixed or determinable annual or periodical (“FDAP”) income
earned by a foreign person. As the US treats Hong Kong as a tax jurisdiction
separate from Mainland China and there is no tax treaty between the US and
Hong Kong governments, a Hong Kong resident investing in the US would
be treated unfavourably compared to a Mainland China-based investor for
his US-source interest, dividend or other FDAP income. The absence of a
CDTA also leads to uncertainty. For inbound investment, profits are taxed
according to Hong Kong’s source principle, which is not subject to a single
test or factor. If a CDTA exists, profits of foreign investment can be taxed
only if they are associated with a permanent establishment (“PE”). As a PE
has been better defined and understood, there is more certainty with regard
to the tax position of investors who are resident in a tax treaty country.
The same problem arises for outbound investment. Under US federal law,
a foreign person is subject to US tax rates on net income that is effectively
connected with the conduct of trade or business in the US. For the resident
of a country having a CDTA with the US, its profits are not subject to US tax
unless attributable to a PE in the US. Again there is more predictability for
the investor based on a jurisdiction benefiting from a CDTA with the US.
¶10-330

Tax Information Exchange

International tax cooperation also aims at combating tax evasion
through information exchange and other judicial and administrative
assistance. CDTAs typically contain exchange of information (“EoI”)
clauses requiring governments to provide information to each other upon
request, automatically, or spontaneously, for purposes of administering
their respective tax laws. Tax information exchanges may also be achieved
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through standalone tax information exchange agreements (“TIEAs”)
between governments. Again, as tax regimes vary, not every country shares
the same interest or incentive in exchanging tax information. Jurisdictions
like the US and China – both embracing the residence principle and a concept
of gross income – are facing more tax evasion problems as information
about their residents and citizens’ foreign source incomes is harder to come
by than that on their domestically-sourced income. They naturally support
a strong and extensive network of tax information exchanges between
governments. Apart from tax information exchange clauses in its CDTAs,
China has entered into TIEAs with ten governments, nine of them taking
effect. It signed the Convention on Mutual Administrative Assistance
in Tax Matters pending approval by the country’s legislature. It has also
accepted the Model 2 Intergovernmental Agreement to exchange financial
information with the US. China’s tax authorities successfully collected over
one billion Yuan in overdue tax in 2012 thanks to information exchanges.
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Hong Kong’s schedular and territorial taxation system has no interest
in its residents’ investment income as well as foreign-source income.
An obligation to exchange tax information with foreign governments would
add costs and burdens to both government and businesses, and at the same
time threaten to infringe upon taxpayers’ freedom and rights, poisoning
therefore the tax environment for commerce. At the same time, however, as
other countries are interested in getting tax information from the territory
concerning their tax residents, the issue of information exchange can serve
as leverage by Hong Kong to broaden its CDTA network. The U.S. is a
particularly difficult case for Hong Kong’s efforts to expand CDTA because
it is a US policy not to conclude a CDTA with a non-sovereign entity and/or
a territoriality-only tax jurisdiction. As a result of mounting pressure,20
Hong Kong amended its law in 2013 so its government now has power to
sign TIEAs. So far it concluded TIEAs with seven governments and the one
with the U.S. is in effect now. By concluding TIEAs first, Hong Kong hopes
that some of those countries may eventually agree to negotiate CDTAs with
the territory. Finally, the Hong Kong government has promised to implement
automatic tax information exchange by the end of 2018.
Assuming an obligation to exchange tax information with foreign
governments has led to concerns about privacy and individual rights.
Businesses likely incur additional costs and shoulder greater burdens when
asked to produce and transmit tax information in their possession. On the
other hand, Hong Kong’s commitment to an internationally agreed regime
of tax transparency is a plus for the territory’s reputation as a top financial
centre and an ideal place for investment. It can further persuade foreign
governments which might have frowned upon the territory’s tax system to
change their views and conclude CDTAs with Hong Kong. As I and my
20

For a background of the Hong Kong legislative development on TIEAs, see Zhaodong
Jiang and Daniel K. C. Cheung, Tax Information Exchange under Ever-Evolving External
Demands: Hong Kong’s Responses and Solutions, Global Tax Weekly (2013), Issue 33, pp5-14.
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co-author have previously argued, EoI clauses in CDTAs or TIEAs only
create a legal framework the effectiveness of which will ultimately depend
on domestic law and institutions. With the territory’s rule of law tradition,
there is reason for believing that concerns for privacy and confidentiality
can be properly handled through legislation and judicial practices.21
¶10-340

Interaction between Domestic Law and Treaty Provisions
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The purpose of a tax treaty, as generally understood, is to impose
obligations on one government vis-à-vis another government and its
residents. Such obligations take precedence over contrary domestic laws.
Tax treaties should not, however, create taxpayers’ liabilities which may
not otherwise exist under domestic law. This is the understanding in
Hong Kong, but whether it is accepted by Mainland Chinese authorities has
been doubtful.
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In a 2004 case involving the payments of fee by China Central
Television to a US company for the use of satellite data transmission
services, the Beijing Municipal High Court held that the payments were
royalties subject to the country’s withholding tax.22 Under Chinese domestic
law, such payments are more likely to be treated as business income than
royalties and therefore were taxable only if the US party had a PE in the
country, which it did not. The Chinese tax authorities invoked the China-US
tax treaty which defines royalties broadly to include payments for the use
of industrial, commercial or scientific equipment, arguing that the treaty’s
definition covered the payments to the US party. The High Court agreed.
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While the issue of whether a payment is business income or royalty is a
difficult and controversial one, the Beijing High Court’s decision is troubling
for, at least, two reasons. First, it characterised the payments as royalties
according to a treaty, creating therefore a non-resident taxpayer’s liability,
which was nowhere to be found in domestic law. The way in which the tax
treaty in question was applied was contrary to the general understanding
of its purposes. Secondly, as the legal basis for such liability is the China-US
tax treaty, it seems that how another similar case would be decided might
depend on how royalties are defined in the applicable tax treaty. As treaty
definitions may vary, so would the outcomes, thus creating uncertainties
and encouraging treaty shopping.

21

Jiang and Cheung, supra note 20, pp10-12.

22

Pan-American Satellite International System Ltd. v Second Office of Foreign Bureau of Beijing
Municipality State Administration of Tax, an Objection to Tax Levy Decision Case (ऑભ䦈ਣ
㧺呄ߓ伸凘ٚૻڶֆ兛ؑࠇק㧺୮㼮䥜ݝ㢑؆։ݝรԲ㼮䥜ࢬլࣚࢬ㼮گ㢾ࡳூ),
available at http://www.fsou.com/html/text/fnl/1176278/117627866.html (last visited on
16 December 2014).
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Conclusion

The above comparisons reveal two sets of factors that matter to
businesses, taxpayers, and observers. The first one comprises those with
direct tax impacts such as what taxes the system imposes on taxpayers, what
income or revenue is taxable, what the rates are, whether any preferential
treatment is available, whether any tax credit can be claimed, and how
complicated or cumbersome compliance procedures or documentation
requirements are. The second set refers to less tangible but nevertheless
critical institutional factors, and most important one is whether and to what
extent the taxation system adheres to the rule of law.
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On the first one, although Hong Kong has certain distinctive advantages
thanks to its simple tax regimes and low rates, Shanghai may claim an edge
in offering more preferential tax treatment and more expansive tax treaty
benefits including those for doing business in the US. On the second set of
factors, Hong Kong’s reputation due to its rule of law tradition has been
well established. While Shanghai, like the rest of the country, has made
impressive progress since the late 1970s, how soon it can truly catch up
with Hong Kong remains to be seen (assuming it is emulating Hong Kong’s
model of the rule of law). As shown, the rule of law is not just about setting
up law-making, administrative and judicial organisations and enacting new
rules. It is reflected in the public opinion and expectations as well as in the
attitude of government and officials toward businesses and taxpayers.
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Tax is a crucial factor, among others, in planning one’s business
and many ones’ life. For taxpayers, potential investors, and observers,
sometimes a trade-off takes place between the first and second sets of factors.
For instance, a system generous with tax preferences may not concern itself
very much about the rule of law and fairness. Tax planners and business
decision makers should be aware of such trade-offs and may not always
expect to get the best of both worlds.
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